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Control of the Ultrafast Photoinduced Magnetization across the Morin Transition in DyFeO$_3$
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Excitation of the collinear compensated antiferromagnet DyFeO$_3$ with a single 60 fs laser pulse triggers a phase transition across the Morin point into a noncollinear spin state with a net magnetization. Time-resolved imaging of the magnetization dynamics of this process reveals that the pulse first excites the spin oscillations upon damping of which the noncollinear spin state emerges. The sign of the photoinduced magnetization is defined by the relative orientation of the pump polarization and the direction of the antiferromagnetic vector in the initial collinear spin state.
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Photoinduced nonequilibrium phase transitions triggered by femtosecond laser pulses and their kinetics are subjects of intense and multidisciplinary research [1–5]. In magnetism this is a particularly important problem, the understanding of which might be essential for future progress in information processing technology. The ability to visualize the magnetization dynamics in a laser excited area with femtosecond temporal resolution was shown to be crucial for understanding the physics of photo-induced magnetic phase transitions and resulted into discovery of several mechanisms of optical control of magnetism [6–8].

The question of how femtosecond laser excitation can result in a subpicosecond emergence of the net magnetization remains very controversial [9–14]. A phase with spontaneous magnetization has at least two degenerate states corresponding to two opposite magnetization directions. If laser excitation deterministically induces a net magnetization, it means that the degeneracy is broken. In thermodynamics the speed with which the magnetization emerges is defined by the energy of interaction that breaks this degeneracy. Subpicosecond emergence of the magnetization in antiferromagnetic FeRh and manganites was reported in Refs. [9–14]. Magnetic fields in these experiments were very small and the Zeeman splitting could not explain spin dynamics faster than 10 ps. Revealing the mechanisms responsible for the emergence of the photoinduced magnetization is one of the main challenges in ultrafast magnetism.

In this Letter we report about the ultrafast kinetics of the photoinduced first-order Morin phase transition from a compensated collinear to a noncollinear antiferromagnetic state in DyFeO$_3$. Visualizing the emerging magnetization with femtosecond temporal and micrometer spatial resolution, we reveal three main stages of the photoinduced phase transition: (i) a sub-100 fs laser pulse generates an effective magnetic field due to the optomagnetic effect [15] and launches spin oscillations corresponding to the soft mode of the phase transition, (ii) the photoinduced magnetization sets in within the first half of the oscillations period (2.5 ps), (iii) the magnetization grows on a scale of 100 ps. It is revealed that the phase of the oscillation and the direction of the photoinduced magnetization are defined by the light polarization and the direction of the antiferromagnetic vector in the initial state. These findings are corroborated by a phenomenological description, that suggests a coupling of the antiferromagnetic vector with the electric field of light.
thermally induced repopulation of low electronic states of Dy$^{3+}$ ions which affects the interplay between two contributions to the magnetic anisotropy experienced by the Fe$^{3+}$ spins [19].

In order to trigger the Morin transition on the ultrafast time scale, the sample was excited by a 60 fs laser pulse at a central wavelength of 800 nm. At this wavelength the absorption coefficient of the material is about 80 cm$^{-1}$ [21]. The pump pulse was at normal incidence. The beam had a Gaussian spatial profile, and was focused into a spot with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 40 μm. The repetition rate of the pump pulse was brought down to 2 Hz. It allowed for a substantial increase of the pump fluence in comparison with previous experiments [8,22]. The CCD camera detecting the probe was triggered by the pump to obtain single-shot images. At the fluence of 0.1 J/cm$^2$ each of the pulses heats the sample up by around 30 K. Afterwards the sample cools down on a ms time scale to the initial temperature.

For the study we chose a sample cut perpendicular to the $z$ crystallographic axis ($z$-DyFeO$_3$). A typical pattern of dark-grey and light-grey areas, representing magnetooptical images of the 180-degree antiferromagnetic domains $L_+$ and $L_-$ in the low temperature $\Gamma_1$ phase, is shown in Fig. 1. Such a contrast between the domains is achieved due to contributions to the symmetric part of the dielectric permittivity tensor proportional to the product of the antiferromagnetic vector and the applied mechanical strain [23]. In our experiments the stress was applied in the [110] crystallographic direction. The magnetooptical image of the much smaller labyrinth domains in the high temperature $\Gamma_4$ phase is shown in Fig. 1(b). The white and black areas correspond to the domains in which $M_z$ is parallel (plus) and antiparallel (minus) with respect to the $z$-axis directions, respectively.

The single pump pulse excitation of the $z$-DyFeO$_3$ initiates well-pronounced magnetic changes [Fig. 1(c)]. It is seen that pumping the dark-grey $+L_y$ areas produces a black domain, whereas pumping the light-grey $-L_y$ areas produces a white domain. Pumping in such a way that the domain wall is right in the middle of the laser spot produces two domains with their magnetization depending on the $\pm L_y$ orientation. We assign the photoinduced black and white areas to domains with a photoinduced $\pm M_z$ component, respectively. Hence, this experiment reveals that the orientation of the photoinduced magnetization in $z$-DyFeO$_3$ is unambiguously defined by the sign of the antiferromagnetic $L_y$ component in the initial state.

The dynamics of the photoinduced magnetization is shown in Fig. 2(a). The emergence as well as the growth of the induced magnetization inherent to the high-temperature $\Gamma_4$ phase are clearly seen. Within the first 20 ps, however, the observation of magnetic dynamics is slightly hampered by photoinduced transmission change and its dynamics [24]. Taking a cross section of the spot, we obtain the dynamics of the photoinduced magnetization across the laser excited area [Fig. 2(b)]. Regarding the Gaussian spatial distribution of the laser intensity, the obtained two-dimensional images reveal how the dynamics depends on the laser fluence, indicating that the photoinduced magnetization emerges exponentially but only in the areas where the fluence is above 0.25 J/cm$^2$.

Coherent oscillations of the magnetization exist across the whole photoexcited area. The frequency of the oscillations $f_a = 170$ GHz does not depend on the fluence, but the damping is clearly larger at higher fluences [Fig. 2(c)]. Performing the measurements at different temperatures we found that the temperature behavior of the frequency $f_a$ strictly follows the frequency of the soft mode of the Morin transition [25]. It is associated with spin motion in the (001) plane, such that finite $L_x$ and $M_z$ components appear. Although the damping ratio of the spin oscillations and the characteristic rise time of the transition are functions of the intensity of the laser excitation, the product of these two quantities remains nearly constant. These observations show that the spin oscillations at the frequency of the soft
mode and the Morin transition are mutually correlated. The amplitude of the soft mode saturates for the pump fluence of about 0.3 \( \text{J/cm}^2 \) [Fig. 2(d)] which is very close to the fluence threshold required for the emergence of the photoinduced magnetization. At this fluence the amplitude of the spin oscillations is estimated to be about 5°. This value is considered to be a critical angle \( \theta_{\text{cr}} \), which spins have to deviate on to promote the Morin transition.

To reveal the mechanism responsible for the optical excitation of spins, one needs to study the laser-induced dynamics as a function of the pump pulse polarization [26,27]. However, the \( z \)-DyFeO\(_3\) crystal is characterized by a very strong linear birefringence [28]. In order to reveal the genuine polarization dependence of the mechanism responsible for the optical excitation of spins, we took a sample cut perpendicular to the optical axis (\( o \)-DyFeO\(_3\)). We studied laser-induced magnetization as a function of the pump pulse polarization in both antiferromagnetic domains. The geometry of the experiment and the experimental results are shown in Fig. 3.

It is clearly seen that the magnetization state long after the excitation strongly depends on the azimuthal orientation of the linear polarization of the pump [Fig. 3(b)]. Taking the integral over the photoexcited area for the
The spin oscillations can be launched via this mechanism, which can be seen as the inverse Cotton-Mouton rotation of spins from the initial collinear phase. Thus it induces a net magnetization $M_z$ on the background of the emergent periodicity. In agreement with the discussed above effect in the $\gamma$-DyFeO$_3$ sample, a reversal of $L$ changes the sign of the photoinduced magnetization. Hence, the plus or minus orientation of the induced magnetization is defined not only by the orientation of the antiferromagnetic vector $L$ in the initial collinear phase $\Gamma_1$ but also by the polarization. These findings can be summarized by an expression:

$$W_{\text{lm}} = (\mathcal{A}L_x + B M_z) L_y (\mathcal{E}_x \mathcal{E}_y^* + \text{c.c.}).$$

Here $\mathcal{A}$ and $\mathcal{B}$ are phenomenological parameters. For the dynamics of the soft mode the sigma-model equation reads

$$\frac{\partial^2 L_x}{\partial t^2} + 2\lambda \frac{\partial L_x}{\partial t} + \omega_0^2 L_x = -\gamma^2 H_{\text{ex}} A|L_x| L_y (\mathcal{E}_x \mathcal{E}_y^* + \text{c.c.}) + B \gamma L_y^2 \frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\mathcal{E}_x \mathcal{E}_y^* + \text{c.c.}),$$

where $H_{\text{ex}}$ is the exchange field, $\gamma$ is the gyromagnetic ratio, $\lambda$ is a phenomenological damping parameter, $\omega_0 = 2\pi f_0$. After the standard substitution, $(\mathcal{E}_x \mathcal{E}_y^* + \text{c.c.}) \rightarrow I_0 \delta(t) \sin 2\phi$, where $I_0$ is the pulse fluence and $\delta(t)$ is the delta function, one can see that the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2) creates an initial speed of spin rotation. Thus it initiates the inertial spin dynamics in the antiferromagnet [22]. The spin oscillations can be launched via this mechanism, which can be seen as the inverse Cotton-Mouton effect [26]. This excitation can also lead to a homogeneous rotation of spins from the initial collinear phase $\Gamma_1$ to one of the minima in noncollinear $\Gamma_4$ phase corresponding to the opposite directions of the magnetic moment $M_z = H_D L_y / H_{\text{ex}}$. $H_D$ is the Dzyaloshinskii field.

This picture is confirmed by the experimentally observed dynamics of the total photoinduced magnetization in $\gamma$-DyFeO$_3$ [Fig. 3(c)]. The measurements were performed for the two domains with opposite orientation of the antiferromagnetic vector $L$. It is seen that the laser pulse induces a net magnetization $M_z$ already within the first 2.5 ps after the excitation. It corresponds to the half of the period of the spin oscillations. The damped spin oscillations take place on the background of the emergent magnetization. Note, that at the much longer delay of 2.6 ns the photoinduced oscillations is still much lower than that in the thermodynamic equilibrium in the $\Gamma_4$ phase. A larger magnetization builds up on a longer time scale.

The whole set of experimental data is drastically different from that in the case of the photoinduced second-order phase transition [8]. In the present case, the transition is more robust since the direction of the induced magnetization is fully defined by the light polarization and the direction of the antiferromagnetic vector. Unlike Ref. [8], here we did not reveal any sensitivity of the magnetization direction in the photoinduced state to the initial temperature and/or the laser fluence. We relate these observations to peculiarities of the free energy landscape in the vicinity of first-order phase transitions. In DyFeO$_3$ just below $T_M$ one can distinguish potential minima corresponding to the stable $\Gamma_1$ phase and the metastable $\Gamma_4$ phase.

Nevertheless, the temperature hysteresis has never been observed experimentally for the Morin transition in DyFeO$_3$ [19,23]. These facts reveal that the Morin transition is very susceptible to fluctuations and nuclei of a metastable phase are easily formed in the vicinity of the first-order phase transition. As a result of fluctuations, the temperature of the Morin transition can be locally reduced together with the potential barrier between the metastable and stable states. In such areas the potential barrier which separates the minima is reduced [see Fig. 4(b)]. The ultrashort laser pulse kicks the spins and launches spin oscillations of the soft mode. As soon as spin deviation.
reaches the critical angle $\theta_c$, the first nuclei of the $\Gamma_4$ phase are created. The direction of the magnetization in these nuclei is given by the direction of the initial kick of spins. If the same pump pulse causes laser-induced heating across the $T_M$, the $\Gamma_4$ phase becomes stable over the whole laser-excited spot. This fact promotes a gradual growth of the already created $\Gamma_4$ nuclei, depletion of the $\Gamma_1$ phase, and damping of the spin oscillations.

To summarize, our study reveals the ultrafast kinetics of the photoinduced emergence of magnetization in a collinear compensated antiferromagnet and demonstrates the decisive role of the antiferromagnetic vector, the role of which in photoinduced phase transitions had been previously ignored. We note that, in fact, this Letter describes how and how fast the Dzyaloshinskii-Morya interaction introduces noncollinearities in the spin structure of a magnet. Therefore, the approach reported here offers intriguing opportunities for the investigation of such heavily debated topics of condensed matter physics as the emergence of helicoidal spin textures, skyrmions, and multiferroicity.
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